Abstract. A set-theoretic lemma is introduced and various applications are given, including: (1) a result of Erdös and Hajnal on the coloring number of a graph; (2) game characterizations of the coloring number of a graph; (3) K. Alster's result that a point-countable collection of open, compact scattered spaces has a point-finite clopen refinement; (4) normal, locally compact, metacompact spaces which are scattered of finite height are paracompact.
1. Introduction. In this paper, a purely set-theoretic lemma is presented which appears to be the "common part" of K. Alster's result [A] that a point-countable collection of compact scattered spaces has a point-finite clopen (open and closed) refinement, and a result of Erdös and Hajnal [EH] on the coloring number of a graph. The author has found this lemma to be quite useful (see [G2] , for example). In this paper, we will show how the lemma can be used to prove the above results, and we will also give some other applications. One such application is a "game characterization" of the coloring number of a graph, from which the Erdös-Hajnal result easily follows. Other applications are partial answers to the question of whether metalindelöf spaces are preserved by closed maps, and Tail's question of whether normal, locally compact, metacompact spaces are paracompact.
2. The lemma. In this section, we state and prove the main lemma. In the lemma, 2M is the set of all subsets of M, and Aa / A means that, for some ordinal k, (Aa)a<liisan increasing sequence of sets whose union is A. Lemma 2.I.1 Let M be a set, and let <b: 2M -* 2M satisfy (l)|$(¿)|«max(L4|,«); (2) Aa S A ~ <¡>(Aa) S <t> (A) . Call A c M ^-closed if <$>(A) c A. Suppose P is a property of subsets of M. Then M has property P whenever P satisfies the following properties:
(i) P holds for all countable <b-closed sets; (ii) P holds for all sets which are increasing unions of ^-closed sets satisfying P.
each a, (a)MQD {mß:ß<a);
(b)|Ma|<max{|a|,<o}; (c) Ma is </>-closed. Let M0 = 0. Suppose a < k, and Mß has been defined for all ß < a. If a is a limit ordinal, let Ma = (Jß<aMß. If a = a' + 1, let Ma0 = Ma, U {ma<}, and let Ma,n + l = Ma¡n U *(Ma,").
Then let Ma = U"eMA/a ". It is easily checked that (a)-(c) hold. (Property (c) follows from property (2) in the statement of the lemma.)
Now each Ma and 0|2M° satisfy the conditions of the lemma. Hence each Ma satisfies P, and so by property (ii) of P, we conclude that M satisfies P. D Remark. It is easy to see from 2.1(2) that if Aa / A and each Aa is ^-closed, then A is also </>-closed. This fact will often be used in the sequel.
3. The coloring number of a graph. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with vertices V and edges E. The chromatic number of G, denoted chr(G), is the least cardinal k such that the vertices can be colored with k colors so that adjacent vertices get different colors. The coloring number of G, denoted col(G), is the least cardinal A such that there exists a well-order < on V with |{ y < x : y is adjacent to x} | < A for each x g V.
If col(G) < k, it is easy to use the well-order to show that chr(G) < k; hence chr(G) < col(G). This inequality is often strict; e.g., the graph K(u, co,) defined in the next paragraph has coloring number w, and chromatic number 2.
For cardinals k and X, let K(k, X) be a graph with vertices V = A U B, where \A\ = k and \B\ = X, A n B = 0, and E = {{a, b}: a g A, b e B). Erdös and Hajnal [EH, Corollary 5.6 ] proved the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Ifcol(G) > u, then G contains a copy of K(n, w,)/or each n e w.
Proof. Assume G does not contain K(n, to,) for some fixed n g w. We show col(G) < to. For H <z V, define $(H) = { x g V: je is adjacent to > n elements of H}.
Since G t> K(n, co,), only countably many vertices are adjacent to each vertex of any particular set of n distinct vertices. Then it is easy to see that $ satisfies (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.1 (with M = V).
For H c V, let P(//) be the property that the vertices of H can be well-ordered as desired (i.e., {y < x:y is adjacent to x) is finite for each x g H). Clearly, ?(H) holds for all countable H (simply enumerate H), so P satisfies 2.1(i). It remains to prove that P satisfies 2.1(h). Suppose Ha / H, a < k, where each Ha is ^-closed and satisfies P. Let < be the well-order of Ha with our desired properties. For x g H, let a(x) be the least a with x g Ha. If x, y g H, define x < y iff (a) a(x)<a(y), or (b) a(x) = a(y) = a, and x <ay.
By a standard argument, this defines a well-order on H.
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Now suppose x g H\ we wish to prove that there are only finitely many y < x with v adjacent to x. Since Uj8<a(ï)rïJg is O-closed, x is adjacent to at most n -1 y'$ with a(y) < a(x). And by definition of <a, there are only finitely many z adjacent to x with a(z) = a(x) and z <a(x) x. Thus " < " has the desired properties. □
In much the same spirit, we can prove some "game characterizations" of the statement "col(G) < to" from which the previous theorem can be easily derived. The following formulation of these games was suggested by F. Galvin, which greatly improved an earlier version due to this author.
Let G = (V, E) be a nonempty graph. We consider the following games of length to with players "Black" and "White". To illustrate a situation in which White has a winning strategy, suppose « g to is such that G does not contain a copy of K(n, to,). Then it is easy for White to make sure that W contains all vertices adjacent to n or more elements of B. In this case, White wins. Thus Theorem 3.1 is an easy corollary of Theorem 3.2. Let G be a graph and let T(G) be one of the games defined above.
Then col(G) < to if and only if White has a winning strategy in T(G).
Proof. Suppose the well-order < on G witnesses col(G) < to. Then White can easily make sure that W contains all vertices y adjacent to some iiefi with y < b. Clearly White wins in this case.
Now suppose White has a winning strategy a in T(G). This means that if White plays a((B0, W0,...,B")) whenever (B0, W0,...,Bn) has been the sequence of plays by Black and White, then White wins. For H c V, let <S>(H) be the union of all sets o((B0,W0,...,Bn)), where B¡czH and \B¡\ < u for each », and W¡ = o((B0, W0,...,W¡_lt B¡)) for each i = 0,1,.. .,n -1. It is easy to check that 3» satisfies (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.1.
The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 3.1, except the statement "x is adjacent to only finitely many v with a(y) < a(x)" needs slightly more argument, as follows. Supposey0, y,,... are distinct elements of Uß<a{x)Hß with eachy" adjacent to x. Black could choose Bn = { v"}, hence 5={y":«Gto}.
Since Uj8<a(x)//j8 is 3>-closed, it follows that xi IF. But then Black wins, a contradiction. D 4. Some applications to topology. The topological applications we present involve locally compact or local Lindelöf spaces. The first is a result of K. Alster. This was the key result in his proof that Corson compact scattered spaces are strong Eberlein compact [A] .
Recall that a space X is scattered if it contains no dense-in-itself subsets. If we let X(0) be the isolated points of X, and X(a) the isolated points of X -\Jß<aXiß), then the least ordinal y such that X(y) = 0 is called the scattering height of X. Observe that if Xis a compact scattered space of height y, then the "top level" X{y~l) of X is finite (being closed discrete in A'). In the sequel, we will let T(X) denote this top level of the compact scattered space X. It is routine to check that $ satisfies (1) and (2) of Lemma 2.1.
Let P(y^) be the property that y has a point-finite clopen refinement. Then P(^) holds for countable f since U y is a-compact. Suppose ya /* V, a < k, where y" is 3>-closed and satisfies P. To complete the proof, we need to show that ^has a point-finite clopen refinement. Now each ya has a point-finite clopen refinement #;. Let l ß<a I and let W = Ua<lt #;'. Then W is a refinement of Y~. It remains to prove that W is point-finite.
If W is not point-finite, then there exists x g X and Wa(n) g #^'(n), « g to, with x G ClnlEu,Wa(n). Since each Wa is point-finite, we can assume that (a(«))"Gw is a strictly increasing sequence of distinct ordinals. Let Wa(n) c Vn g ^(n). If yk is the height of the scattered space t~\t<¡kV¡, then (yk)keu is a nonincreasing sequence of ordinals, so ym = ym+1 = ■ ■ ■ for some m g to. Then Vm+l n T(f\iimV¡) # 0. But then if #= Dß<a(m+i)^ßy we nave Vm+\ e ^"> smce ^~is ^-closed and contains each F¡-, / < m. This contradicts Wa(III+1) c Vm+1 and WQ(m+1) it Uj8<a(m+1)(U *£).
D
We mention without proof another application which appears in [G2] . Call a closed subset H oí a space X a W-set in X if Player I has a winning strategy in the following 2-person infinite game. At the nth play, Player I chooses an open set U" 3 H, and Player II chooses x" g {/". Player I wins if x" -» rY, i.e., every neighborhood of H contains all but finitely many x". Theorem 4.2. (a) If X is a compact space having countable tightness,2 then a closed subset H of X is a W-set in X if and only if X -H is metalindelóf.
(b) If X is a compact scattered space, then a closed subset H of X is a W-set in X if and only if X -H is metacompact.
The proof of 4.2 is quite similar to a combination of the proofs of Alster's theorem and the game characterization of col(G) < to given in §3. See [G2] for the details.
As another application of Lemma 2.1, we give a partial solution to the following question of F. Tall: Is every normal, locally compact, metacompact space X paracompact? A number of partial solutions have already been obtained. In particular, the answer is known to be positive in the following situations:
(a) Xis perfectly normal (Arhangel'skii [Ar] );
(e) X is boundedly metacompact (Daniels [D] ). A cover W of X is boundedly point-finite if there exists n g to such that each point of X is in at most n elements of <%. A space X is boundedly metacompact if each open cover of X has a boundedly point-finite open refinement.
Daniels showed something slightly stronger than (e), namely, that a normal space having a boundedly point-finite cover by open sets with compact closures is paracompact. She also showed that if there is a zero-dimensional counterexample to Tail's question, then there is one which is a subspace of the Pixley-Roy space over some cardinal k, where k carries the cofinite topology. Since these Pixley-Roy spaces are scattered, we have that a zero-dimensional counterexample implies the existence of a scattered one.3 The following result eliminates the simplest type of scattered spaces as possible counterexamples. Theorem 4.3. If X is normal, locally compact, metacompact, and scattered of finite height, then X is paracompact.* Proof. The proof is by induction on the scattering height. Assume A' is a normal, locally compact scattered space of height n + 1, and the theorem is true for spaces of smaller height. To prove that X is paracompact, we need only prove that the discrete collection A'(n) of points of the top level can be separated by a disjoint collection 2A space X has countable tightness if x s A implies x e C for some countable C c A. 'Perhaps (c) above can be taken as evidence that if there is a counterexample at all then there is a O-dimensional one.
4E. van Douwen has observed that this result holds for spaces of height u as well-just use countable paracompactness to reduce it to the finite height case. 0= [Ox:x g A"'"'} of open sets-for then by normality and zero-dimensionality we can assume 0 is a discrete collection of compact open sets and so \M> and X -(JO partitions X into two clopen paracompact pieces.
By the assumptions, there exists a point-finite collection %= {Ux:x g X(n)} of compact open subsets of A" with Ux n A"(n) = {x} for each x g X(n). As before, let T(Z) denote the finite set of points of the top level of the compact scattered space Z. For .4 c A"("\ let ®(A)= {x g X(n) : Ux n T{j\&) * 0 for some finite J^c {(/^rei)}.
It is easy to check that 0 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.1 with M = Ar(n). Let P(j4) be the property that A can be separated. Then P holds for all countable Our last "application" can be considered an application of a much weaker form of Lemma 2.1 in which property P satisfies (ii)' If A is the union of ^-closed sets satisfying P, then A satisfies P. In this case the proof of Lemma 2.1 is very simple. No induction is needed: one easily shows that M is a union of countable O-closed sets, and hence M satisfies P. So the proof of this modified version of 2.1 is easily incorporated into the proof of any result one may wish to apply it to. Hence I think of this type of "application" more as an application of the idea of using O-closed collections than of the lemma. The result below illustrates one such application; see [GM] for another.
Let us recall that it is an open question whether metalindelöf5 spaces are preserved by closed or perfect maps (see [BuJ) . It is known that hereditarily metalindelöf spaces, as well as «,-Lindelöf6 metalindelöf spaces, are so preserved (see [Bu2 and GMT] ). The following is another partial answer to this question. Proof. We first claim that each y g 7 has a neighborhood Ly such that f~l(Ly) is Lindelöf. To see this, let {Un:n g w} be a cover of f'l(y) by open sets with Lindelöf closures. Let L'v be a neighborhood of y such that f'\L'y) c U"ewi/". Now let Ly be a neighborhood of y such that Lz c L¿. Then/"1^) is a closed subspace of the Lindelöf space \Jn(EJJn. Hence f~1(Ly) is Lindelöf, so Ly is, too.
Let Then "y is ^-closed" implies that ^contains a cover of f^ifCV)) for each FGf,
henceZ-H/XU y )) = IJ *", and so/(U ^) is open.
One easily sees that ^fcan be written as Ua<K£2ra, where each °Ua is ^-closed and countable. Then \JWa is Lindelöf, and so /(Ulfc'J is an open Lindelöf subset of Y. Now let °U'a = <%a -Dß<a%, and let That Wa is open follows from the fact that / is closed. To see that W covers Y, suppose y g F and let a(y) be the least a with f~\y) n (U ^a) + 0. Since <&a is O-closed, it follows that f'\y) c U *", and so/_1(y) c U ^. Thus TTis a cover of Y. Finally, we check that ^is point-countable. Picky g Y and x g /_1(y), and for each a withy G Wa, pick C/a G <%'a with x g Ua. Since the C/a's must be distinct and since ^is point-countable, it follows that the set {a:y g Wa) is countable. This establishes the claim. 
